Dimension-controlled formation of crease patterns on soft solids.
Soft solids such as PDMS or silicone are widely needed in many advanced applications such as flexible electronics and medical engineering. The ability to control the structure and properties of the surface of soft solids provides new opportunities in these applications. In particular, mechanical loading induced elastic instability is a convenient method to control the surface morphology. The critical strain at which the crease nucleates is experimentally measured under plane strain conditions, and is found to be consistent with that predicted by nonlinear large deformation theory of creases. Under compressive loading, we find that silicone undergoes a transition of creasing pattern from a single channeling or double channeling crease to an unchanneling crease, depending on the specimen's width and height. Finite element simulations are performed to better understand the underlying mechanism of creasing, wherein a relationship between the depth and spacing of the creases is established. It is found to be in good agreement with the experimental data obtained.